Abstract: For a triaxial ellipsoid in an optical trap with spherical aberration, the optical forces, torque and stress are analyzed using vectorial ray tracing. The torque will automatically regulate ellipsoid's long axis parallel to optic axis. For a trapped ellipsoid with principal axes in the ratio 1:2:3, the high stress distribution appears in x-z plane. And the optical force at x-axis is weaker than at y-axis due to the shape size. While the ellipsoid departs laterally from trap center, the measurable maximum transverse forces will be weakened due to axial equilibrium and affected by inclined orientation. For an appropriate ring beam, the maximum optical forces are strong in three dimensions, thus, this optical trap is appropriate to trap cells for avoiding damage from laser.
Introduction
In many applications of optical tweezers, there were some irregular trapped particles, such as red blood cells (RBCs) [1] , chloroplasts [2] , growing yeast cells [3] and phospholipid vesicles [4] .Those nonspherical particles can be regarded as spheroids or triaxial ellipsoids. To investigate wetting problem for ellipsoids, the ellipsoids can be levitated to a water-air interface by optical trap [5] .The analysis of forces on an ellipsoid will help us understand dynamic behavior of irregular particle in an optical trap.
Generally, there are three approaches for theoretically calculating optical forces for a particle in an optical trap. The Rayleigh particle can be regarded as a dipole in electromagnetic field, and it suffers optical forces due to nonuniform field distribution [6, 7] . While the particle size varies from submicron to several microns, the interaction between particle and electromagnetic field will disturb field distribution, so the optical forces need to be calculated with various electromagnetic (EM) models [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . For large size particle, the interaction between particle and field can be simplified in refraction and reflection, i.e., the forces can be calculated in ray-optics (RO) regime [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] .
In the previous investigations, there were some theoretical methods for calculating optical forces and torque on a nonspherical particle by means of symmetry. Using T-matrix method Nieminen et al. [9] calculated optical forces of spheroidal and cylindrical particles with different aspect ratios. For an arbitrarily beam, Xu et al. [10] analyzed the optical forces using EM model. Simpson and Hanna [11] detailed the calculation of optical forces and torque on spheroid by a Gaussian beam. Using RO model Shima et al. [18] indicated that a spheroid with prolate orientation has more axial stability than oblate orientation. Recently, Li et al. [20] calculated the radiation forces on a dielectric plate by a Gaussian beam. Those results indicated the optical forces were related with particle shape and orientation.
For a triaxial ellipsoid, there are some difficulties to describe the forces by some simple formulas due to its non-symmetry. Recently, a discrete dipole approximation (DDA) method is used to calculate the stiffness of ellipsoidal particles with different size or shape [13] . However, it is unclear for characteristics of a triaxial ellipsoid in different optical traps. As an approximation approach, RO model cannot reflect the effects of diffraction by a high numerical aperture objective and resonance between the field and the microparticle, but it is a very simple and valid method compared with the EM model. Based on vectorial ray tracing [21] and rotating coordinates, we calculate the forces, torque and stress on a trapped ellipsoid under an optical trap with spherical aberration at a glass-water interface. Furthermore, the effects of beam profile and particle orientation on optical forces are analyzed.
2.Vectorial ray tracing
The force of a single ray on a sphere was described by Ashkin [16] . For tracing a single ray striking a triaxial ellipsoid, the incident angles of reflection and refraction will vary with striking location. And so does the incident plane. Thus, the force needs to be calculated in every incident plane.
Force on an interface
When photons get through an interface, their moment is changed by the reflection and refraction. This will induce a force on the interface due to momentum conservation. While photons go across a medium with he dielectric refractive index n m to other medium with refractive index n p , the force on this interface is express as [22] [ cos
where P is power, θ and γ are the incident and refractive angles, respectively, R and T are
Fresnel reflection and transmission coefficients of energy flow [23] , the unit vector n denotes interface surface normal towards n m . The force can be described by trapping efficiency Q, which is a dimensionless factor of / m Q Fc n P = .
Beam profile
In the process of ray tracing, a focused beam in the plane of an objective entrance aperture is generally divided into many rays. The intensity of each single ray varies with location in this plane owing to non-uniform beam profile. In RO model, the uniform amplitude [16] , Gaussian beam profile [21, 24] and ring beam [25] have been reported. Here, we will take a formula to describe the Gaussian and ring beams. The intensity of electrical field can be described as below [26] 2 2 
2.3Vectorial ray tracing for an ellipsoid
There were some reports of ray tracing in some cases: calculating optical forces on a spherical bead [21] , a cylindrical particle [17] , a spheroid [18] , a plate [20] and two beads [27] ; calculating stress on RBCs [22, 28] and ray tracing by commercial software [24] . Here, we introduce a method to trace the reflection and refraction of a single ray striking an ellipsoid by vectors. A focused single ray strikes a triaxial ellipsoid in a Cartesian coordinate system based on the focus of an objective as original point O and the objective optic axis as z-axis, as shown in Fig. 1(a) . The center of ellipsoid is located at P(x 0 ,y 0 ,z 0 ). The objective entrance aperture is in the O 0 plane, where R obj is the radius of entrance aperture, f obj is the objective focus length. When a single ray located at (r,β 0 ) in the O 0 plane is deflected by the objective, the ray meets the relation of 1 sin / obj r f α = since the objective obeys the sine condition [29] . Due to spherical aberration of refractive index mismatch in an interface between glass(n g ) and water(n w ), the actual incident ray is further deflected in the interface and goes across a point G(0,0,∆z). The direction of the incident ray striking the ellipsoid is described as the unit vector
( , , ) ( sin cos , sin sin , cos ),
where the angle α 2 meets Snell's law of n g sinα 1 = n w sinα 2 . In those relationships, /
, where NA is the numerical aperture of an objective. The deviation ∆z varies with a depth z cg , which indicates the distance from trap center to coverslip. According to geometric relations, 1 2 tan / tan . After a single ray striking an ellipsoid, the last reflective ray is regarded as the next incident ray, and each incident point can be determined by equations of the new incident ray and ellipsoid. While an ellipsoid centered at the origin point O and each semi-principal axis (a,b,c) is parallel to coordinate axis, as shown in Fig. 1(b) , the i-th incident point n can be easily determined by incident angle and n i after rotating coordinate system with the normal n as z'-axis (see in Fig. 1(c) ). Then vector n i + 1 is finally determined by inversing coordinate system. Then the next incident point and corresponding force can be calculated by repeating previous process.
When the center of ellipsoid deviates from optic axis, the vector n i and position M i can be also calculated by mean of coordinate translation. If the semi-principal axes of ellipsoid are inclined to an arbitrary orientation (β axis , γ axis ) (in Fig. 1(d) ), we can calculate force in a new coordinate system by rotating the semi-principal axes parallel to coordinate axes. The final force is the summation of inversed force at each incident point.
Senkrecht and parallel components of a single ray
In RO model, the power ratios of the senkrecht and parallel components (s-and pcomponents) are the same in the circularly polarized or random polarized states, i.e., 0.5
. For a linear polarized beam, the power ratio can be determined by the intersection angle between the polarized direction at incident point and the normal of incident plane [21] . While a ray gets through an interface, the intensity of s-and p-components will vary with incident angle, which was detailed in the reference [30] . If the electric field E indicates the direction and intensity of a single ray after a reflection or refraction from an interface, the polarization vector p / = n E E . Since the incident ray n i and the interface normal n compose the incident plane, the normal of which can be expressed as 
Stress and torque
The force rapidly varies with position on the surface of ellipsoid. To demonstrate this characteristic, the stress is introduced to record force per unit area. The ellipsoidal surface elements are hardly divided into the same area, but it is easy to divide the surface of ellipsoid into grids by orientation angle (β, γ,). If the distance from a surface element to the center is r i (Fig. 1(e) ), the area of reference sphere with radius r i can be expressed as When the force doesn't distribute symmetrically, it results in a torque which will drive the particle to rotate in an optical trap until the torque is zero at appropriate orientation. For an ellipsoid, the total torque meets i i i × ∑ T = r F . While the ellipsoid locates in an arbitrary orientation, the torque can be calculated with rotating coordinate system as mentioned above.
Results
The filled state can be described by 0 
Torque of an Ellipsoid
An ellipsoid located in an arbitrary orientation is shown in Fig. 1(d . So the torque will automatically regulate orientation of the ellipsoid to long axis parallel to optic axis (z-axis). 
Stress of an ellipsoid
The grids composed of β and γ on an ellipsoid surface are divided into 64 80 γ =° as this surface (the front surface, 90°-180°) suffers incident focused rays at first. Since the dielectric sphere is similar to a lens, the refractive rays across on the front surface are further deflected. As a result, the striking region of incident rays on the back surface (0°-90°) is larger than that on the front surface. Furthermore, the rays striking on the back surface are diffused due to the spherical aberration of particle. So the stress distribution on the back surface is low and gentle. While an ellipsoid is at original point O andits longest axis is parallelto optic axis, the stress σ varies with orientation β as an ellipsoid is not symmetric for revolution. While Fig. 2 , stress σ is relatively strong on the back surface with a large peak at ~55 γ =°, but it is weak on the front surface. However, the overall distribution of stress is very weak on both front and back surfaces while / 2 β π = (in y-z plane). Those differences are originated from the astigmatism when rays go across an aspheric surface of ellipsoid. As a whole, the stress distribution on the surface of small fractional radius (along x-axis, 0 β = ) will stronger than on the surface of large fractional radius (along y-axis, / 2 β π = ). For soft particles such as red blood cells or vesicles, the surface of small fractional radius can be expanded more easily due to high stress.
Optical Forces on an Ellipsoid
As mentioned above, the long axis parallel to z-axis is the most stable state for an ellipsoid.
Here taking an ellipsoid of 1 In RO model the optical forces on a sphere affected by polarization [21] . For an ellipsoid, the optical forces at coordinate axes are calculated for random polarization and x-polarization in Fig. 3 . For the different polarizations, there are small differences in all optical forces. With comparison of the transverse maximum restoring forces ( tr max Q ) in Fig. 3(a) , however, the force at x-axis is much lower than at y-axis whether the beam is polarized or not. So does axial pushing force ( 0 z Q > ) in Fig. 3(b) while the ellipsoid has transverse displacement. For a trapped bead with transverse displacement, the axial pushing force affects axial equilibrium and induces to axially escape before the bead arriving at the maximum transverse displacement [21, 31, 32] . So the maximum force of experimental measurement is lower than the calculated force. If we measure the maximum force at y-axis, the pushing force rapidly increases with displacement increasing (see Fig. 3(b) ).Thus, the experimental value is lower than theoretical value. While at x-axis, since the pushing force is always low, the experimental value is close to theoretical value. So the differences of transverse forces at xand y-axes will be reduced. In Fig. 3(c) , the spherical aberration weakens the axial restoring force. To our knowledge, a ring beam can enhance the axial restoring force and improves the axial stability [25] . Figure  4 shows ring beam profiles with 1 n = and the forces on an ellipsoid. In Fig. 4(a) , ring beam profiles are the dark-hollow distribution, and the location of peaks is far away from optic axis with increasing of ξ. While ξ = 0.4 (in Fig. 4(b) Fig. 4 , the optical trap formed by a ring beam ( 1 n = , 0.6 ξ = ) has better axial stability and large transverse forces, and this parameters are used in the below calculation. While an ellipsoid departs laterally from trap center, the non-symmetric stress and torque will propel the particle's semi-major axis to incline in the x-z plane (type-A) or in y-z plane (type-B), as shown in Fig. 1(d) . As the inclined angle γ axis varies, the corresponding torques are shown in Tab. 1, and the optical forces in the two cases are shown in Fig. 5 . For type-A (in Fig. 5(a) ), x max Q increases within creasing of γ axis , and its corresponding location is far away from the trap center. Thus, the experimental maximum displacement at x-axis for inclined ellipsoid will be beyond in the case of γ axis = 0. For type-B (in Fig. 5(b) ), however, y max Q decreases with increasing of γ axis , and its corresponding location changes very little. If we assay the transverse forces, the maximum force at y-axis is weakened but enhanced at xaxis due to the inclined pose of an ellipsoid. While the ellipsoid moves along axes at appropriate inclined angle, the gap between x max Q and y max Q can be small. From Figs.
5(a) to 5(b), the maximum transverse forces on an ellipsoid are both larger than those forces on a sphere. For axial force at z-axis, there is no difference in two cases with same inclined angle. In Fig. 5(c) , the axial restoring force decreases with increasing of γ axis , this will weaken the axial stability, as mentioned in section 3.1. 
Summary
In this paper, we analyze optical forces on an ellipsoid in an optical trap with spherical aberration using vectorial ray tracing. For the ellipsoid, the torque will automatically regulate its orientation and high stress appears on the surface of small fractional radius. For a soft particle, the high stress induces to expand more easily. A ring beam of 0.4 ξ > can improve axial trapping stability, but the appropriate beam profile does not weaken the maximum transverse optical forces, such as 0.6 ξ = ( 1 n = ). Due to the effect of shape size, y max Q is much larger than x max Q in theoretical calculations for both a Gaussian and ring beams. while an ellipsoid departs laterally from trap center, x max Q will be enhanced and y max Q will be weakened by inclined pose. Thus, the measurement of force depends on the shape size and orientation. To manipulate a living cell, the laser power of an optical trap should be reduced as low as possible for avoiding the damage from laser. However, the optical forces and axial stability will be weakened at the same time. For the optical trap formed by an appropriate ring beam, since the maximum transverse displacement can be enlarged and the axial stability is improved, the maximum transverse forces are enhanced. Thus, this optical trap is more appropriate to trap cells directly.
